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REPORT SUMMARY

MSF is deeply concemed by the on-going situation in Masisi, particularly the
humanitariaa situation of the people whom MSF consider a population in danger. This
is a political conflict for which there are only political solutions. MSF therefore appeals
to the Zairian authorities and the international community to help the people of Masisi
urgently tkough taking the vital carefirl and measured political steps to enable the
conflict to be resolved and the elements exacerbating the crisis to be addressed.

Only the Zairian authortties in cooperation with the international comrnunity can
prevent further blooilsheil and suffering of the people of Masisi Political delays are
killing people. At the worse, and this is the scenafio threatening the whole region at
the time of writing of this report, this conflict is spiralling out of control, throwing
the region in to further chaos. Therefore, immediate steps ,nust be taken towards
the resolution of this crisis. The imminent threat of a regional war caused by the
unacceptable situation which has been krt tu festur, can no longer he ignored

Humanitarian Crisis

Masisi, a region just Northwest of Goma town in Eastern Zaire, is a war zone.
Renowned for tle presence of I million Rwandan refugees who left to the area in July
1994, the region is less known for tle war tâking place a few kilometres down the road
from the camps.

At the date of this report , anywhere up to 300,000 people have been displaced by the
Masisi conflict while over 50,000 people, mainly Zairian Tutsis of Rwandan
expression, have been forced to flee to neighbouring Rwanda since 1994. The numbers
killed are unquantifiable due to lack ofaccess or reliable figures but are estimated to be
in the thousands.

The 1.2 million people of Masisi as well as those of the neighbouring regions are lMng
in a state of high insecurity and uncertainty. Armed bands control Masisi, attacking
villages, buming down hones and looting health centres and parishes. People are sent
fleeing into the hills, remaining inaccessible and invisible. Massacres have been
perpetrated tbroughout the region by all sides. The parishes are all closed and over 50
per cent of the health centres lie deserted. Until October 1996, when Masisi hospital
opened, only I of 5 hospitals in the region functioned, and then at only 50 per cent
capacity. Even the two hospitals which are now operational (only at a very reduced
capacity) can only sewe one ethnicity, leaving the vast majority of tle population
without access to secondary health care.
Only two humanitarian organisations involved in emergency relief for the population in
Masisi, MSF and ICRC are working in the area. However, due to the high insecurity,
humanitarian access is severely limited. Not only the ongoing fighting creates a
security risk for the aid workers, there have also been regular direct threats to teams as
they travel to carry out their work, particularly when teams crossed ethnic front lines.
On several occasions MSF staff has been even held at gunpoint. As a result of the
restricted access, MSF estimates that hundreds of thousands of people remain without
access to basic health care.



canrot be denied or ignored any longer. The tlreat ofa 'Hutuland' created by
the entrenist elements from the çemFs is imminent

) The situation of the people at the Petite Barriere/Umbano camp in
Rwanda must be addressed. The camp being located less than I kilometre
Êom tbe border puts th@ at risk. In additio4 conditions in ttre camp are poor.
The rights ofthese people must be protected.

MSF calls upon the Secreta4, Generul of the United Nûions to irr$,lernent urgentl!
the UNDIIA recommendalions and make an official response on the situation in
Mosii A special W rqresentdive shoulil be appohteil irmediûely, mandated to
undertalce discussions with the Zabian auihorities in orils to find ndnrohle
solutiow to the politbal problems in the whole of Kivu, including Masisl In
addressing the problems in Masisi, the problems of the refugee camps, i.e the
continued Împunity of the alleged pæpefrotors of the genocide, the presence ol the
former Rwandm militaty aû intaahamwq the re-uma nent artd the mrerncnt
out of the camps should be dealt with



REPORT CONCLUSIONS

) The population of Masisi are in grave danger due to the armed conflict in
the region. The number of both internally displaced and people living in
enclaves, many of whom are inaccessible, is alarming in the e)$reme.

) The population of Masisi is denied access to medical care ând other
humanitarian assistance. The lack of access to health care facilities is
alarming and the health problems in the region are increasing while access is
diminishing. Humanitarian access vrill only continue to decrease as tlre war
coûtinues to spiral.

i Humanitariân access to the populations in danger is being denied due to
the lack of security and the actions ofwarring parties. MSF is frequently forced
to withdraw its assistance from areas (uzually temporarily) due to the risks to
humanitarian personnel, particularly Zartan and international medical
personnel.

The Zairtan outhortfies in cooperation with îhe international community mast act
immediately to alleviate the humanitafian suffering in Masisi and surrounding
areas Humanitaian access is a prerequisite to provide assistance, Therefore,
humanitarian organisations should be facilitated in their work and their working
principles should be respected.

The importance of the Masisi conflict in the Great Lakes Crisis must be
acknowledged. The Zarian authorities and the international community must
take responsibility for the situaton in Masisi and North Kivu in order for there
to be any hope of finding lasting solutions to tle Great Lakes and its Masisi
Crisis. The situation has been left to fester and it is now spiralling further out of
control. lnstitutional mandates can no longer be allowed to prevent
international responses to protect the people ofMasisi.

The root causes of the conflict are political and need political solutions.
Only through the introduction of a genuine process of conect and bformed
political action can enable las!:ng peace for the region. In finding politicai
solutions, the nationality issue and local land disputes need to be resolved.

The future of Masisi and North Kivu is inextricably linked to solutions to
the regional refugee crisis. Without a solution to the Rwandan refugee crisis,
peace cannot come to Masisi. The relocation of the Hutu refugees in Masisi
and North Kivu would be a disaster for the region, both locally and for the
Great Lakes region.

Movement outside the Goma camps by the refugees, particularly referring
to Masisi, must be prevented. The presence of armed groups from the camps
present in Masisi, fuelling and taking part in the conflict for their own ends,



cantrot be denied or igaored any longer. The tbreat of a 'Hutr:land' created by
the extremist elenents from the camps is imminent.

F The situation of the people at the Petite Barriere/Umbano camp in
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from the border puts them at dsk. In additio4 conditions in tle camp are poor.
The rights of these people must be protected.
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the UNDIIA recommendations and make an offtcial response on the sifiiûion in
Masisi A special UN rqresentalive should be qpointed immediately, mandated to
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former Rroandan military and interahatmoe, the re-annament and the movemenl
out of the camps should be dealt with-



GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Please note that many of the terms are given a specific meaning in this report for
the sake of clarity. In North Kivu, there are many terms which are used
interchangeably to refer to different groups or parties.

TrîbaUethnic/social and other groaps

Indigenous: this report uses this term in place of autochton, tÏe temr used in North
Kiw to describe the various indigenous tribes including the Hunde, Nande, Nyang4
Tembo and otlers.

Banyanranda: Literally meaning "sons of Rwanda", in this report the term refers to
populations of Rwandan expression (both Hutu and Tutsi) living in North Kivu. The
Rwandan refugees of 1994 are excluded from the term in this report (see refugees
below).

(Ba)Hutu: In this report, refers to Hutus of Rwandan expression living in Zate and
the term excludes the Hutu refugees of 7994. They represent around 70-80% of the
population of Mæisi

(Ba)Eunde: Refers to the tribe who cousider themselves to be the major part of the
indigenous population of the Masisi region. They represent around 20-30 per cent of
the population of Masisi.

Int€rahâmwe: meaniqg in Kinyarwanda "those who fight together". This term is often
used by tle local population of North Kiw to refer globally to Hutu refugees living in
the Masisi region mainly since 1994 (in the Goma camps or otherwise). Recently
however, as the conflict vr'orsens and drags on, the term is increasingly used by
indigenous tribes to refer to any Banyarwandans, whettrer in Zaire since 1994 or 1885.
The report does not refer to interahamwe as being responsible for the attacks but
rather to "refugee bandits".

Refugee: refers to the Hutu refugees who arrived in Eastern Zure in July 1994 and
who now live in the 5 camps around Goma (namely Kibumb4 Katale, Kahindo,
Mugunga and Lac Vert). Among these refugees are ttre interahamwe who were
involved in the genocide against the Tutsis and moderate Hutus in Rwanda.

Fighting parties

(Ba)Ngilima: This is the name of the combined forces of Hunde, Nande, Nyanga and
other tribal groups which has been forcing people out of villages in the northem parts
of Birambizo and Mweso health zones. They state their aim as being to chase out the
Banyarwanda whom they claim are attempting to create a Hutuland in Masisi. The
majority of the fighting is now between the Ngilima, the Hutus and the Zairian military

The Ngilima is a coalition of young men who are rtoï known as killers but rather
looters, Thev have recentlv launched a new offensive in northem Masisi.



Hutu Combatants: in this repon, this term is used to refer to the Hutus fighting in
Masisi (not including refugees or refugee bandits). These ûghters are well armed and
appear to have various regional leaders in the Masisi region Their plan and
organisation is along lines ofguerrilla action. The self-pronounced leaders do not
always appear to be in control of the combatants. They have been zuccessfirl in forcing
out tle majority of Tutsis, Hundes and Nande from the regioq so that they now
inhabit around 90 per ceft ofvillages in the region. In the current conflict they have
alienated themselves from the Tutsis, regarding them as the enemy also. This is an
important çlange from 1993 when there was solidarity amotrgst the BaDyarwanda.

Maimai: 6saning "bullets turn to water", locally this term is ofren used
interchangeably with Ngilina. In tùis report, the term refers to the Hunde fighters who
use traditional systems of mystical power or fetishes .to empower tTem. Maimai also
refers to the practice ofthe fetish. Traditional "doctors" work alongside the tradiûonal
chiefs (Mwemi) to invoke this power which is beliwed to render the Hunde ûghters
invincible. Reportedly there are special indoctrination ceremonies for young men
between 12 and 20 years of age known as vaccination sampaigns. The system is
invoked in periods of war or unrest. The last time it is reported to have been widely
used was in the 1964 uprisings.

The local population are fearÂrl of the fetisb, iaçhrding the Banyarwanda and the Hutu
combatants. This has an important impact on the conflict: while the Hutu are far more
heavily armed, the Hunde zlre seen by all to be as strong, if not stronger, because of
their fetish.

ln the past months however, the Hundes have become noticeably better àrmed. It is
interesting to note tlat all the fighters have tbe same weapons: not a mixed bag of old
arms, but relatively modern arms. There is considerable speculaûon as to tleir source.

Mwami: the customary chiefs of the Hunde tribe and the traditional owners of all the
lands in Masisi. the Mwami is responsible for invsldng the use of ûe traditional belief
system. The Mwami plays an important role in the organisation of the Maimai, he
being the spiritual as well as the customary leader ofthe population in his region.

Nyanga: from Walikale, this tribe has been a part of the Ngilioa since tle 1964
rebellion and joined with the Hunde in attacks on Banyarwanda in 1993.

Nande: This tribe is found in more northern parts of North Kiw, particularly in the
Kayna./ Lubero/Beni regions. They formed part of the lengilima i1 the 1964 rebellion
have been solicited to join once more in 1996. Many Nande were chased out of their
homes in the Masisi region in Aprit 1996.

Tembo: A tribe from the south of the Masisi region who ûed with the Hunde to the
SakeÂvlinova region on the edge oflake Kivu. Since August 1996, some are returning
to their villages in the southern part of Masisi.

Refugee Bandits: This report uses tlis term to refer to the Rwandan refirgees from
the Goma camps who infiltrate the Masisi region to steal cattle or act as mercenaries in
attacks on villages occupied by Hunde or other non-Rwandan tribes.



Tutsis: refers to Tutsis of Rwandan expression living in North Kivu.

G ov er nme nt/Adni nistr atio n

BCZlBureat Central du Zone: Each health zone has a Bureau Central du Zone
(BCZ) which is headed by the Medecin Chef du Zone (MCZ). In Masisi, this structure
has often disappeared or is disintegrating. Only Kirotshe BCZ remains. Attempts are
being made to reinstall tle Masisi BCZ is being in October 1996

Health Zone: There are l9 healtl zones in North Kiw each headed bv an MCZ.

MCZllVledecin Chef du Zone: see BCZ

Masisi: ln tlis report this refers to the administrative region of Masisi (health zones of
Masisi, Mweso, Kirotshg Bkambizo and part of Pinga) which is the region at the
centre of the conflict. Masisi is also the name of ttre town in the heart of Masisi health
zone. The region has an estimated area of 4,420 km2, is a billy pasture and forest
landscape with only very few dirt roads suitable for four wheel drive vehicles. During
the wet season these axial roads become treacherous and ofren impassable.

North Kivu: has 6 administrative regions: Gom4 Masisi, Rutshuru, Walikale, Lubero
and Beni.

Military

DSP: Division Speciale Presidentielle. An elite military corps of President Mobutu of
Zure. In 1993, the DSP were sent into the region to disarm the population.
Contingents of DSP still remain in some villages, notably Kichanga and Masisi. These
military are no longer paid by the state but are now paid by the local populations in
return for protection.

FAZ: Forces Armees Zairoises is the general term for the Zairian army. Divisions
ssming from some regions of the country are more feared by the population than
others. FAZ were sent in as part of the operations laurched in Masisi. Many who were
sent in 1993, accompanying the DSP, were not paid and have become deserters. They
still remain in Masisi and are paid by the local population either for protection or to
take part in attacks.

Operation Kimya (calm): the military operation launched in April 1996 by military
chiefs from Kinshasa with the aim of disarning the population and bringing an end to
the conflict. Operation Kimya soldiers are still found in the Masisi region where they
protect villages and isolated population groups

Operation Mbata (slap): launched in May as a follow-up to Kimya. Its aims was to
retrieve arms from the population by force since the more persuasive and diplomatic
tactics ofKimya were deemed to have failed. The main action of this campaign was in
the Rutshuru and Lubero regions in ApriVMay 1996.



Operation Likonga/lVlukuki (spear): the successor to Mbata announced in August
1996 but still to be ofrcially launched. The aims are to disarm the population and to
remove the so-called "interahamwe" from Masisi.

Humanitarian Agencies

Cemubac: a local medical development organisation with Belgium support. Working
in Masisi for over 30 years, the NGO is involved in long term health activities through
zupport oftle regional health structures.

ICRC: Intemational Committee of tle Red Cross - Geneva. ICRC and MSF are the
only two international humanitarian agencies curently working in Masisi.

MSF: Medecins Sans Frontieres. The Dutch section has been working in North Kiw
since late 1992. The present progrâmme is Masisi is a joint operation of MSF Holland
and MSF France, under MSF Holland management. The Belgian and the French
sections work in ottrer regions of Zùe as well.

UNHCR: United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, The Goma office is a
Sub-Delegation.

UNDIIA: United Nations Department for Humanitarian Affairs. The DHA has a
regional ofrce in Nairobi, the lntegrated Regional Information Network (DHA-IRIN).

MisceWaneous

Affected Zone: used in the report to refer to areas outside Masisi affected by the
conflict. This includes Rutshuru region, Lubero and Goma. These areas have received
many tlousands of displaced.

Hutuland: the name gven by the non-Hutu population to the mono-ethnic Hutu state
which they believe the Hutus want to create in Masisi.
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INTRODUCTION

Medecins Sans Frontieres is deeply and urgently concerned about the people of Masisi" a
population victim to untold hardship and zuffering as a result of the ethnic war 6king place in
their homes, villages and communities. This report hiehlights the escalating humanitarian crisis
in Masisi and its links with the massive Rwandan refugee camps in Çema, stressing the
impacts on the ûagile Great Lakes Region of Central Africa.

MSF started its presenoe in Masisi in 1992, when it developed an emergency intervention
programme to provide a rapid response to a variety ofunforeseen emergencies and to support
the health structures which were affected by the conflict. Tbrough its continued presence in
the area, MSF has been able to witness ar ongoing deciine in the functioning of the health
services due to the lasting and even worsening conflict.l

Humanitarian access to the populatisa ia danger in Masisi is now limited to such an extent tlat
MSF can reach only a small proportion in order to provide it with the essential health care that
it so urgently needs. With less tlan 50 per cent of health structures fu16fiening, with limited
healtl personnel, higb insecurity and erratic medical supplies, hundreds ofthousands ofpeople
receive no assistance and are at extreme risk.

Through this report, MSF contributes the first hand testimony of its field operations to raise
awareness in the intemational community about just how serious the situation in Masisi is and
how the desperate humanitarian plight of tle people of Masisi can no longer be ignored.
Without political steps to resolve the crisis and to improve the security situation being taken
by the intemational community and the Government of Zure, the population will remain
unprotected and in extreme danger, with humanitarian assistance continuing to be denied.

ln chapter 1, the report gives a background on the conflict which is extremely complex and
ever chaaging. By looking briefly into recent history the origins of the nationality debate
reveal the deeply entrenched ethnic problem between the Banyarwanda and the indigenous
populations. Chapter 2looks at the role of the 1994 Rwandan refugee camps in Goma in
fueiling and exacerbating ûe Masisi conflict and reveals how their presence is a now an added
element in the conflict.

Chapter 3 outlines the humanitarian crisis in the region focusing on tle medical plight of the
populations and their changed etinic segregation" while Chapter 4 sets out the constraints on
the provision of humanitarian aid as witnessed by MSF teams in the region. Chapter 5 sets out
MSF's appeals to both tle Zairial authorities and the international community to take ugent
nolitical action.

I MSF is presently rururing fouprograrnmes: an emergency i ervenûon programme, a wat€I & sânitâtion
progrunme, a drug supply programme through â local NGO ASRAMES and a solar energy progrâmme.



UNDERSTANDING TEE CONFLICT

1.1 Causes ofthc conflicfi old and new

Essentially the conflict is between tle Hunde and the Banyarwanda Hutu living in the Masisi
region of North Kiw. Divisions and tensions between the Hunde and Banyarwanda (both
Hutu aûd Tutsi) are historical and have been exacerbated by political nrlings and local
economic tensions before and after Zadan independence. The conflict befween the two
groups is rooted in nationality as well as economic aod political status.

1.1.1 Banyarwanda in North Kivu

North Kivu is inhabited by "autochthones" and by people of Rwandaa e4pression (their
ancestors çsming Aom the Kingdom of Rwanda). When colonial powers redrew the borders
of the countries in ttre Great Lakes region in 1885, people speaking Kinyarwanda
@anyarwandans) now found themselves in the Belgian Congo. ln fact historical sources
dispute whether tle date^of the relevant boundaries of ttre Belgian Congo should be dated to
1885, 1908-10 or 1921.' A decision as to which date is "correct" is very pertinent to the
decision as to who gets nationality or not.

The reality of the etlnic make-up in Masisi is very complex. The whole population are
descended fr66 immigrants from many different places and at many diflerent times. Tkee
categories ofirnrnigrant can be identified. The first is made up ofthe descendants ofthose who
arrived long before colonial times (Hundg Nyang4 Kano, Tembo, Banyarwanda). A second is
composed of Zairians by origin who came from the zones neighbouring Masisi before or after
independence (1960). The third category is made up ofthe Banyarwanda

The Banyarwand4 immigrants came in four waves to Masisi. The first wave was between 1920
and 1940 when the Belgian coloniâlists brought Rwandan Hutus and Tutsis to Masisi to work.
A second wave was in 1948 when the Belgians promoted the migration of Rwandans from the
densely populated areas of Rwanda to North Kivu. Between 80,000 and 150,000 Rwandan
migrants, mainly Hutus, received land, tools and other privileges when they anived in Masisi.
After 1959, Rwandan Tutsis fled to Zure to escape the political violence and ethnic
persecution which took place in Rwanda from 1959 onwards. The final wave was the exodus
of Hutu refugees from Rwanda to Kiw in 1994.

As a result of the redrawing of boun{aries and the various waves of migrations, Banyarwanda
have become the dominant group in Masisi, making up around three quarters of the
population. Mainly Hunde (with fewer Nyanga" Nande and Tembo) make up the other twenty-
five per cent. In all North Kivu, Banyarwanda make up about 50 per cent of the population.
Ten per cent ofthese were formerly Tutsi-
In practice, by the 1970s when llN assistance to these refugees ended the many thousands of
Rwandan refugees who had arrived after 1959 were socially and economically assimilated. The

'1885 is the date of lbÊ Bedin Coder€rrce wbere tle colonialists drew rry tbe æw n4 of Aftica 1908
wæ the date oftle Brussels Couverrion tlnough which Congp vas afioe)(ed to Belgium and tbe Easæm boundary of
Congo was delireale{ and I 92 1 the repalrixion of colories after tle First Wodd War wben Ruanda-lJrundi passed
fiom the Belgians 1o the G€rmâns.



camps in Masisi, Bibwe, Ibula and Walikale closed and tle refugees remained
responsibility of the Zairian state. No negotiations were undertaken between
Rwanda for their return to Rwanda.

1.1.2 Land, nationality and political power

Disputes over land ownership are central to the conflict. In Masisi, the Banyarwanda adopted
their tradiûonal subsistence methods and by the 1980s, two thirds of the land was devoted to
cattle and oûe third to agriculture. By this timg the Banyarwanda dominated the region
economically with cattle and dairy goods produced and sold by the Tutsis.

While the land on which Banyarwanda were settled was considered vacant by the colonialists,
traditionally the land was owned and allocated by Hunde customary chiefs (mwami) When
independence came, disputes over land escalated and were often resolved violently. In addition
the traditionai political system of mwami chiefs was imposed on the Banyarwanda involving
participation in community labour and payment of tributes.

Whiie the Banyarwanda have gained economic power in Masisi, political power has remained
in the hands of tle Hunde, through their mwami. The reasons for this lie largely in the
nationality iszue. Before Zairian independence the inhabitants of the Belgian Congo and of
Ruanda-Urundi did not have their own nationality but acquired Belgian nationality without
being citizens. After Zairian independence, the 1964 constitution granted Zdaian citizenship to
those whose ascendants are or were members of a tribe or part of a tribe living on Congo
territory before October 1908. This section was rot included itr the 1967 Constitution.

h 1972, a law was passed specifically granting nationality to the Banyarwanda who were on
Zairian territory before 1950 and who had continued to live in Zaire after that date. Hoïvever,
in 1981 a law was passed retroactively withdrawing Zairian nationality from those people
unable to prove ancestry predating I August 1885. Effectively this revoked the citizenship of
the majority of Banyarwanda in Masisi, leaving them stateless.

Without Zairian nationality, the Banyarwanda could not exert any formal iafluence in local or
national political life despite tleir economic power. The Hunde, who have always considered
themselves to be the indigenous population of North Kivu while they consider the
Banyarwanda to be foreigners, were fearfiI thât if the Banyarwanda got nationality the
minority Hunde would lose their political power as well as their right to demand tribute from
the B anyarwanda.

1.2 Building up the conflict

With Zaire's move towards democracy from 1989, ethnic groups began to defend their
territorial and economic interests. In 1990, with the start of the civil war in Rwanda, tensions
rose and Banyarwanda youth left for Rwanda. ln 1992, the National Sovereignty Conference
brought into question the 1981 nationality law.

On the ground, an attack by Hunde on the village of Ntoto in Walikale, North Kivu in March
1993 sparked the first phase of all out fighting in Masisi. The targets in this multiethnic village

under tie
Zure and



were the Baoyæwanda. This incident mæked the beginning of five montls of intense conflict,
with attacks both by Hundes (together with other indigenous tribes) on Banyarwanda, and by
Banyarwanda on Hunde.

The ûghting died dovm in July 1993 leaving at least 6,000 people dead3 and 350,000 internaliy
displaced. The.conflict had begun the establisbment of ethnic enclaves and left a legacy of
deep zuçicion and hatred. Peace was restored by troops from the Division Special
Presidentielle (DSP). In early 1994 peace conferences, attended by customary chiefs of all
warring parties, were held in tle villages of Masisi and Mweso. Unfortunately
recommendations that the nationality iszue be resolved by the Zairian government were never
adopted by the parliament in Kinshasa.

Tensions in ttre area have been heigbtened by the arrival of nearly one million Rwandan
refugees in Gom4 North Kivu in July 1994. The majority and minority popuiations in Masisi
began to come into conflict again, with elements of the new refugee population complicating
the situation, uotil fighting broke out in June 1995, reaching peaks of violence and intensity in
November 1995 and April to lune 1996, witl constant high level violence since August 1996.
Fighting has broken out tlroughout Masisi, spreading to the neighbouring regions of Lubero
and Rutshuru.

At the date of this rçort, anywhere up to 300,000 people have been displaced by the conflict
while over 15,000 people have sought refuge in neighbouring Rwanda. The numbers killed are
unquantifiable but are estimated to be in the thousands." Members of the dominant ethnic
group in each area are driving out members of the minority ethnic groups. The creation of
ethnic enclaves and divisions which began in 1993 continues to this day. Many villages and
regions where Hutus, Hundes and Tutsis lived side by side have become mono-ethnic leaving a
legacy of hatred, violence and fear. Mxed villages are under threat and etbnic lines are the
front lines of today's Masisi.

A peculiarity of this conflict are the vast tracts of abandoned land seen all over Masisi. After
clashes, all the people flee and tTe "victors" the attack do not take always up the land of the
defeated. In some attacked villages a small group of men are left to defend them, but usually
the villages are simply bumed. The region is scattered with abandoned homes and fields, and
large no-man's lands.

1.3 Chasing out the Tutsis

The Tutsis have been repeatedly victimised in Masisi althoug[ as a distinct group, tley have
never had a pro-active role in the conflict . In 1993, the Banyarwanda, Hutu and Tutsi, fought

' Nunbers ofaleâd camot be given lvith âry acclraÇy as was sbown in 1993 when ûgures of clead ra:rged
from 6,000 (Îhe official figures) to 40,000 0ocal sources).

"Accutaæ figures are rmobuinable sirre the kilfilgs reporcd akÊ place in ftr offplaces, often away ftom
vi agps and estinatÊs of dead at atry one incialed given am v€fy uariable ard rarely iryartial. Achlâl battles âIe
rarely wimessed by inecutioul agency staff nor âre ûle victitns. Reported battlegouds cafitot be rcached due 1o
inseo[itv and inaccessibility. kr this repo4 MSF only rcfers to fgues which arc first hand and which it considers
reliable.



together, fled together and defended each other against the Hunde and other tribes. Today, ttre
Tutsis have been rejected as well by the Hunde and the other tribes, by the Hutus and
ultimately by the local authorities. From July 1994 to the end of 1995, 38,000 Tutsis5 have
been forced to flee to Rwand4 i.e. have been ethnically cleansed.

Many of tle Tutsis who remained in Masisi tried to seek protection with each oûer. However,
they became direct targets for all sides. Such happened with the Tutsis who had grouped at the
Mokoto monastery in May 1996. A MSF team found evidence of a massacre in which at least
hundred people were brutally slaughtered. 800 hmdred survivors who had managed to flee
were found in Kichanga where tley were protected by tle Hunde population.6 MSF provided
emergency surgical care to victims of severe machete and bullet wounds. However, the Hunde
population soon became tense and the presence of tle Tutsis was putting pressure on the
enclaved population's already limited food zupply.

In the end however, the Tutsis are etlnically slsansgd from the area or be killsd. ps1 th.
Kichanga Tutsis, after great pressure of MSF on particularly UNHC& some courageous
initiatives by private individuals were taken to evacuate them to Goma for which some
international organisaûons provided firnds. They eventually left to Rwanda, many claiming
refugee status. While MSF was aware of the dilemma of de facto facilitating etbnic cleensing,
an evacuation remained the only viable solution to protect tlose people: if the population were
lefr behind rhey would have been killed. And neither the local authorities nor the United
Nations could secure safe sites for them in Zaire's borders. In the confirsion about nationality,
the fear is that these people will be stateless. The Zainan authorities appear to reject their
citizenship while the Rwandan authorities atrrmed them to be Zainan and not Rwandan-7
Victims of tlis incertitude, 13,500 of these Tutsis ûnd tlemselves in ttre poorly equipped
Umbano/petite barriere camp placed within 800 metres of the Zaire-Rwanda border. These
refugees are at risk and are liable to attack and this camp could become a flashpoint for
escalating conflict in the area.

There are still pockets of Tutsis in Masisi with estimates between 1,000 and 2,000 left in the
regio4 maybe more. While it is unclear how many waût to leave at the present time, with the
course the Masisi conflict is taking, it is likely they will be targeted in the fi:ture. However,
they are blocked by insecurity on the roads and the inability of evacuation trucks to reach
them. Private trucks which have tried to reach tlem in July have been attacked and forced to
retum to Goma.

An Armed Conflict

In 1993, Masisi was a conflict fought with machetes and spears. Today the war is fought with
guns, hand grenades and mortars. Weapons carried openly are a coûrmon sight in Masisi -
three years ago it was mainly the military who bore the arms.

'IINHCR Goma statistics from 1995.

6 Th"." 
"r" 

so-. 
"*a-ples 

of the FAZ playing a role in prctecting enclaved Tutsi populations, Hutu
protecting Tutsi displaced and Hûnde prctecting Tutsi.

7 It is worth noting that under inlenational law a municipal act of deprivation of ciùzenship carmot be
invoked to jusbfy tle evulsion of a minority. 
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Medical evidence of the widespread use of arms is present in all the health centres. There are
significant numbers of cases of war trauma caused by bullets all over tie region. During one
attack near Birambizo in early August 1996, MSF staff reported 27 wounded and 3 dead, all
injured by g[enade and/or gunshot. During an attack on Kichang4 l8 people were reported
injured by bullet and grenade e4plosion. 5 people died form their injuries.

A,ll the parties appear to be armed now. In the earlier part of the conflict, the Hutus were the
better armed, with the Hunde relying on ther Maimai to protect them. However, the Hunde
and Ngilima appear to be more heavily armed recently. \lhere tle arms originate is a zubject
of debate. The arms trade il the camps is already well knovm and documented8 and it seems
the arms trade in the Masisi region is flourishing. Some parties arm themselves by attacking
Zairian military. Ottrer sources reveal ûat unpaid Zairian military sell their arms in order to
receive some form of salary. The fate of the arms collected during the disarmament campaign
of Operation Kimya in AprilÂ,Iay 1996 is still a point of discussion.

1.5 A Cattle War?

Cattle are no longer seen in Masisi. Before the loss of the Masisi herds by war and looting,
North Kiw was reputed as a leader in modem cattle rearing methods in AÊica. When MSF
started work in the region n 1992, large herds of thousands of cattle were seen grazing all
over the 170,000 hectares of pasture land. In August 1996, no x 5ingle cow is seen on the
green hillsides of Masisi. According to the Association of Cattle Raisers of North Kivu,
ACOGENOKI, of 450,000 head of cattle which existed in Masisi in 1993, 35,000 now
remaine. Around 50,000 head of cattle were reported to have been lost in the 1993 Masisi war.
The rest, some 365,000, have been lost during the current round of conflict.

Periods of particularly intense fighting have been marked by large scale cattle theft with all
sides stealing from each other. Since the cattle were largely in the hands of the Tutsi, both
Hunde and Hutu attacked Tutsi farms to steal cattle. Hutu also attacked Hunde cattle owners.
Hutu and Hunde also attacked each other to steal each others' cattle. Cattle have become one
of tle spoils of war.

MSF has been idormed on many occasions of villagers $eing killed during attacks to steal
cattle, The link between the cattle raids and refugees fiom the Goma camps has been made
frequently. Now reports come in tlat former refugee and Hutu allies are attacking each other
over cows.

Some commentators in the region remark that the conflict will not stop until there are no mole
cattle. Even tle relative calm in Mæisi since June 1996 is sometimes attributed to the lack of
cattle. Villages that still have cattle are under serious tlreat of attack and some, such as
Ngungu, are currently being protected by FAZ troops for that very reason. Yet attacks do

t{rman Rigb Warch Aros hoject Ru/atrdâ/Zafue. Rearrûing with iûpurity: Lmernatio@l Support for
the peipetarors ofthe Rwandan Genocide" lvfty 1995, VoL7, +f4.

eAssociarion Cooperdive des Grorpernens dElweus ilu Nord Kivu: lætter to Head of the Srù
Delegation of UNHCR in Gon4 30 S€,ptetnber 1996.



continug cattle or not, as proved by Ître attacls in Mweso and Birambizo where no oattle are
to be found.

The loss ofthe herds has imFortant nutritional impacts as does the loss of most ofthe pigs,
chickens and goats. The impact on food security in the region is already felt as nutritional
problems become appareN .r0 In additio4 the question who will compensate the losses
incurred by farmers who have lost their livelihoods remains unanswered.

lo See section 3.1.2 below



TEE REFUGEE CAMPS

While historically tbe Zatrian population have been welcoming to the refirgees and still
received the Hutu refugees itr 1994, resentment is rising particularty with the continuing waves
of violence emânating from the samFs, whether attacks on local people, humanitarian agencies
or military. Peace initiatives in Masisi ended and the roots of the conflict in Masisi remained
unresolved. In faa, they were exacerbated by extremist elements of the new refugee
population, many ofwhom had now retumed to Zaire having left in 1990 to support the Kigali
govemment in the Rwandan war. Another reason for the resentment lies in ttre living daily
parody thgl the refugees in the camps have a far better quality of life than the local
population'^. The indifference of the international community as to the fate of the local
population, only adds fuel the injusûce felt by them.

The 1994 refugee crisis had an overwhelning impact on the whole region. Soon it beceme
clear that the camps are sanctuaries for the perpetrators of the genocide and safe havens for
the former Rwandan army and militias. 12 There is growing evidence that refugee bandits from
the camps, particularly through the supply of arms, support and have actively liaised with Hutu
combatants in Masisi. The local authorities and population talk increasingly openly of attacks
by "Ioterahamws" llaming them for attacks on Mokoto, and more recentiy attacks on
Kichalga and Masisi Ngungu and Birambizo. Local gendamrerie report arrests of Hutu militia
from the camps who are selling arms to the Zairian Hutr:sr3. The local gendarmerie however
claim they cannot control the sale of arrrs in the region.

One claim is that Hutus are paying refugee bandits or mercenaries ûom the camps to take part
in attacks against Hunde and Tutsis to win territory cbase out the local populations and to
steal cattle. Others claim that the Hutu and refugee leaders are working together to create a
mono-etbnic region which tley populæly call a Hutuland.

MSF has had first hand evidence of atr attack involving refugee baldits. In June 1996, Hutus
mounted an offensive against Kichang4 an etrclave of over 19,000 displaced Hunde people
which is the single largest concentration of "autochthones" in northem Masisi. The village is

t tÏhis is a co-roo efu h reûrgÊe cdsis arcâs in Aûica and in some cæes refugee siûutons can beûeût
local populaions. Howe\rer, in tbe pt€seû case tbe effect is aegative. The erononry of tbe region bas been
coryletely skewe4 with mâ*et prices in the carrys being mich lower rbaa in tle open region Apart ûom tbe
econony,ltre em/ircmeû has been alestroyed as hrge swaûes of forcst bave been decimaled to provide firewood
for tbe rcfrgee needs. with no forests left, agsncies go ino Masisi to bdng the rcûryees frewood Zairiars tben go
to lhe carry to bry tbÊir woo4 as well as lbeir oil rice, maize and orber st4les. It is w€tr chÊâper to hâve a be€r in
a bar in the câmp than in Goma tovln

12MSF as one ofthe first agencies, callecl for measures to protect the rcfirgees and to brirg ân end to
impunity of ûlose people implicaæd in the genocide and to stop the re-aûrâmênt and sepamte the fomer Rwaldan
miliury and militias ftom the refugees and to stop the mass diversion ofhumanifarian aid. As a result of the lack of
appropriate political mÊasùres to change this sioatioq MSF has been forced to witkhaw tom the refugee c.mFs.
See MSF, 'Breaking the Cycle', November 1994 md 'Deadlock in the Rwaûdan rcfrrge€ crisis', JùIy 1995.

ttO." of r"oy al"i.. cams Êom a Zairian Gendmæ wodcing in Bambu in April 1996. He had recently
anesæd æ ams dealer wbon be claiæd vras a nfiryee ûon tbe cqs. The 30,000 Hutu .riThced in Biranùizo
fron Mweso healt zone fled in October 1996 to Rutshuru



always at risk of attack by zurrounding Hutus and has provided a base for Hunde to attack
surrounding Hutu villages. During a fierce battle, 62 people were killed, 57 of whom were
Hutu and 5 Hunde. MSF stafi, including expatriates, saw the bodies of those killed as well as
papers which had been found on the bodies. These included ration cards from Mugunga
refugee camp trear Goma: Forces Armees Rwandaises identity cards issued in Rwanda and
other military identifcation cards from Lac Vert refugee camp near Goma. Other papers
included maps, bstructions for attacking Kichanga, a name for the operation and details of
payment for the actioo. There is evidence that tlere are many other attacks of this kind taking
place in Masisi.

However, there is now an increasingly uneasy relationship between the Banyarwanda Hutus
and these refugee bandits: tlis is revealed in attacks on refugee bandits by Hutu and vice
verse. For examplg in late June 1996, fighting between Hutus and refugee bandits was
reported. 2l Hutu refirgees were reported killed by local Hutus after refi.rgee bandits had
mounted an attack near Nyakariba in an attempt to steal cattle. Previously attacks focused on
cattle owning Hunde and Tutsi. With the diminished stocks of cattle in the region, the refugees
appear to have turned against their former Hutu allies.

Aside from the physical imFact of their presence and their perceive6 161s ia fuslling the Masisi
conflict, the presence of the refugees has also radically altered the indigenous population's
attitude towards ttre Banyarwanda n Zure. Previously most people accepted their presence
and integration in the region, uzually however maintaining a distinction between Zairiau
Banyarwanda and refitgees from Rwanda (largely those after 1959). Even afrer the refugees
arrived in 1994, a fur|y passive attitude prwailed although an increasing number of anti-
Banyarwanda voices were making themselves heard, notably at national govemment level.

By 1996, the Banyarwanda as a whole have come to be seen very negatively by the Zairian
population, the distiqction between settled Banyarwanda and the refugees is becoming blurred.
The gulf between indigenous and Banyarwanda populations in North Kivu is wider tlan ever
and is widening. This consolidation and acceptance of extremist attitudes amongst the people
ls x1 imFortant and dangerous new element in the conflict and will play an important role in
future actions.



3 HUMANITARIAN PICTURE: A I\[EW ETEIIIIC MAp FORMASISI

The map of Masisi bas changed dramatically since 1993. Ethnic lines began to be drawn at t11at:me while some disappeared after the Peace Conferences of 1993/94. However. in this
renewed phase of conflict the lines are being drawn fast and they have changed dramatically
over the past 6 months. This is clearly illustrated in tbe accompanying etbnographic maps.
overall what we see is the systematic ethnic cleanshg of rutsis from the regio4 with the
enclaving of Hunde populations and a continuing conflict over political rights and land taking
place between the Hutu and the Hunde. Hutu, as the majority populatio4 now control the
majority of Masisi. In October 1996 the Nglilima were once again pushing forward into
Masisi.

As well as revealing clearly the considerable changes in the population's physical distribution,
this new ethnic map highlights the radically altered humanitarian situation of the population.
Tbrougb mass displacement, enclaving of isolated communities aûd desperate insecurity,
communities have lost theh land and homes and consequently food and shelter. They are also
unable to seek medical care from the usual health care facilities due to their ethniciry or simplv
insecurity.

3.L Health for Populations on the Move

3.1.1 Health system in Disarray: no hospitâls, no staff, no health care

The conflict has upset, and largely brought to a standsti[ tle whole local health system in
Masisi. The ûve health zones most heavily affected by the Masisi War are Masisi, Mweso,
Kirotshe, Birambizo and Pinga . Rtrtshuru, Kayna and Goma ("afected zone") are also
affected, particularly by huge numbers of displaced, as the war and its consequences spread
out from Masisi. An estimated 1.2 million people live in Masisira and about one-quafter are
estimated to have been displaced since November 1995.15

ln Masisi, only 2 of tle uzual 5 hospitals facilities currently firnction as hospitals. Both
hospitals were re-opened with assistance from MSF, ICRC and Cemubac. The Kirotshe
hospital reaches only 50 percent of its potential and serves only the Hunde displaced
population. Masisi hospital, which re-opened in September 1996, also serves only a Hunde
population. The hospitals of Mweso, Birambizo and Pinga have been functioning as health
centres sitrce April 1996. Birambizo ffnally closed its doors in July 1996, despite the
courageous efforts of the MCZ and some nuns to maintain the facility.

ra 
"Rapport synthese d'etat de lieu et contraintes PW dans Ie Nord Kivu', EPI Gom4 Novernber 1995

(Sunmary repon on rhe sme of the EPI in North Kiw ard is coDsûaints). Tbe population figures given in this
Eport aæ based on local uofrcial pçulation corûs in tbe bealth spbere C'aûe ate saûe) of each heâlth post or
cenre.

"On 2l lulay 1996, UNICtr es{iûated the 1o1âl mmber of alisplaceal in the North Kivu regron as
271,000. However, atry accrrate trgues are iqossible to obtâin since it is ofter tlF same people displacing over
ald over again while censuses are erratic, tbe pqulation rnovurents happeûvery rapidly and many of tle <lisplaced
ale absoôed ino tbe population In ûcg nost of the populâlioû hâs be€n displaced at oæ tiæ or aroûnr. Because
ofthis phenomen4 only tbose displaced for less tlan 6 Blnthe ae coùdEd officiatry. Sfuræ the LJNICm æporq ât

,,,t "o 
too,ooo r.t" displacrd in lvlaylJune 1996 aad 30,000 in Octob€r 1996.
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For this population of 1.2 million, there are only 2 doctors available, at Masisi and Kirotshe.
Due to the etlnic front lines created by the conflict, these doctors can only cover a limited
population composed of tle etlnicity of tle region in which the health facility is found. As a
result, the majority of the health system is running solely with auxiliary staff, the bulk of whom
have only very basic health qualiûcations. Most of the qualified health staff in the region have
fled, and many are still fleeing due to the insecurity.

Meanwhile less than 50 percent of the health centres in Masisi are functioning and even then
with ditrculty. In fac! due to the low qualifications ofthe available health staff, the centres are
in fact ruming as health posts. The average distance to each health care facility by foot is over
20 kilometres and, if they manage to reach them, the population have to pay for their health
care under the cost recovery system.'"

Of the health centres which are functioning in Masisi the majority have been re-opened and
then supported by either MSF or ICRC with emergency supplies of drugs and materials which
are distributed free, financial incentives to health staff to remain iû the centres and emergency
surgical care assistance where necessary.

All the functioning health facilities are dependent on MSF or ICRC. A few are supported by
Cemubac. The local cost recovery system is not functioniug in Masisi and until recently did
not firnction in the affected zone. lnsecurity caused by the conflict prevents the delivery of
drugs and zupplies from Goma to the health zones. ASRAMES, the local NGO responsible for
the bulk of the supply of drugs and materials to all the health zones in North Kiru, has seen its
activities decrease by up to 50 percent over the whole region. The impacts oD the health
structures are extremely destructive for the health ofthe population.

3.1.2 Food. Shelter and Water

Food has been a growing problem in the conflio zone. There is up to 39 per cent global
malnutrition amongst children under 5 in some areas, notably Mweso health zone.rT With
access routes cut off due to insecurity and bad physical conditions, much of the transport of
food and other goods has been brought to a standstill. Markets have all but stopped over the
past 9 months as villagers are too scared to go to their usual market places for fear of attack.
Markets which do take place tend to be mono-ethnic whlçft msans t]rat the variety brought by
different ethnic communities with their various skills (Hutus as traditional agriculturalists,
Tutsis as cattle herders) is no longer present. Some mixed market experiments have been

tu WitL tlt" Zairian national budget for health care staniling at 0-09 US cens per peGon per yeâr in
1995/96, ûe cost rccwery system for bealth care in North Kjvu is tle baclùone to a firnctioning bÊâlth câIe system
in the region in normal tirnes. Duing tinrs of conflict this systen is corryleæly distr:rbed as patients are ùable to
pay, meaning tlat dnlgs camot be purchased and salaries of health staff remain rmpaid.

tt MSF Gor" frguos ftorn AugusVSepæmber 1996, based on various nutritonal suweys conducted in the
region. Precise or elaborated figures are clifficult to obtain due to the inaccessibility of nmy areas
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taking place in Masisi health zone but they are problematic and not widespread. r8

Due to the ûghting many of the men of the community are involved in protection of their
communities as well as taking part in warfare. As a result, only the women and children are
left to tend to the fields. Often their fields are not even accessible; the insecurity so great that
they fear being ambushed. The problem of food security is an issue which will continue to
grow as the stocks of food climinish and the ûelds remain untended.

The most hard hit are tle enclaved villages wbich have neither commercial links nor access to
fields, meaning tlat they have little or no access to food sources outside their village
boundary. In Kichang4 the populatio4 which is ten times its usual size, relies on fields
immediately surrounding the village. Ary forays further afeld often fall victim to attâcks. The
population suffers visibly from nutritional problems, with the numbers of children in the
therapeutic feedi"g centre cureûtly at 100, having risen from 15 in June 1996. The available
diet is severely limited both in terms ofvariety and quantity.

During the ûghting, houses are often bumt down by the invading fighters. This prevents the
community returning to their home easily, which is quite aside from the psychological affea
this has on the villagers. Many displaced have no possibilities of shelter and are often found
living in public buildings in friendly communities or else are taken in by local families who can
aford to help them. On fleeing ttreir villages, the communities bave usually lost all their few
possessions, left only with the few clotles they stand in.

The conflict has led to a break down ofcommunity organised activities such as maintenance of
roads and water zupply systems. Because of insecurity, tle communities are often unwilling to
clear the Êequent avalanches or fallen trees from the roads. Protected vr'ater sources are no
longer maintained leading to pollution and health risks. lncreased concentrations of
populations through displacement or enclaving also leads to poor sanitary conditions and a
reduced water supply per family.

3.1.3 Eealth issues not addressed

The results of ttre lack of food, shelter and water on the health of ttre population become
glaringly apparent tbrougb the increasing incidence of water-bome and respiratory disease,
particularly in the rainy season.

There is a rise in the cases of measles. reported leading to concerns about epidemics. The
national enlarged programme of immunisation @PI) has ground to a halt and the fuure effects
on the populatioû's health are of concem. ln the meantime, vaccination campaigns are carried
out in response to perceived epidemic risks. There are also war trauma cases which çanns1 ls
treated due to the lack of surgical facilities and trained staf
In most areas there is qo access to maternity services, there are no pre or post natal care
services and ûo tuberculosis, serually transmissible disease (STD) or iodine progâmmes.

l8 However, tæ aûe,ql6 to crede mb€d tuadrcls is a seen as a positirne st€p towads peace in the Masisi
health zone. Tolls and fees o.acted at tbe n!âd(et plâces is also a deterElrt for the local populæion Mono-etlnic
markeE have wen been known to be boycotted to prelEnt the "wong" etlnicity receiving their produce



None oftle water supplies in the centres are checked anymorg let alone chlorinated while
sanitary faoilities are often non-existent. re

3.2 Health Zone Facts

* all re-opened centres and hospital supported with drugs, medical materials,
rehabilitatio4 salaries and supervision by MSF and ICRC. Rutshuru and Kirotshe hospitals are
supported but run independently while the health centres are dependent on international
assistance.
** serves the Hunde population only
**d' these zones have also received manv thousands of displaced from the other zones

Mweso
Before April 1996, Mweso remained largely a mixed population with baNande, baTutsis,
ballutu and baF{unde. By May 1996, the zone became entirely Hutu, after Hutu combatants
launched an ofensive in the area which caused over 80,000 displaced. Hunde fled south (to
Kichanga,4(rotshe) and Nande north (Kaynallubero). Attacks by Hunde on other villages
caused the Hutu and Tutsi to flee east (Rutshuru). In October 1996, some villages in Mweso
were attacked leaving at least 10,000 displaced and reportedly many dead. Mweso town is

State of Eealth Facilities in the Conflict zone
ber 1996

Health
Zone

Estimated
Population
Sept 95

Major
Ethnic
Group
Sept 96

Health
Centres
Sept 95

Hospitals
Sept 1995

Heâlth
centres
Oct 96*

Eospitals
Oct 96*

Mweso 165,000 Hutuwith3
Hunde
enclaves

20 I (closed
March 96)

1 ^ 0

Masisi 237,800 Hunde
Hutu

30 1(closed
Nov 95)

I ) 1(re-opened
Sept 96)**

Birambizo 299293'Êt6* Hutu 25 I (closed
March 96)

l1 0

Pinga 127,0r9 Hunde
(Some Hutu)

l9 I (closed
Jan 96)

,) 0

Kirotshe 290,000*** Hutu
(Ilunde
displaced)

1(closed
Jan 96)

I J I (re-opened
April 96

TOTAL l,llg,ll2 tlg 5 53 ,

le It should be noted thal even before the war, many ofthese services were very limited.
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regarded as a base for tle Hutu combatants.

The exceptions to the Hutu dominance are two Hunde enclaves in Kalonge and Kichanga. The
enclaved village of Kjchang4 originally home to a population of2,000 people, is now choked
with over 19,000 Hunde living in a village surrounded by Hutus. Kalonge now has a displaced
population of5,500 Hunde over and above tle original village population of7,000.

There are no hospital sewices for the population of Mweso healt! zone. Of the health centres
which are open, only 3 are run by adequately qualified health staff (A2) while the rest are run
by health auxiliaries. ln effect only 3 health centres function as health centres, the najority
fuagtl6ning as health posts. Recently, some of these more qualified health staf have fled due
to tle resurgence oftghting in the northern part ofthe zone.

The main healttr problems include wax trauma, diarrhoe4 malaria, measles and malnutrition.

Masisi
The Hutu population predominates. The Hunde area forms a wedge stretching back from
Masisi and covering Pinga. In the souûem part of the health zone, there are mixed villages
still o<isting in the area around Ngungu. How Iong they will remain is in tle balance.

The hospital in Masisi has been firnctioning as a health centre since November 1995 when the
MCZ fled the area along wittr the majority of health stafr From Jaruary to May 1996 the area
was completely inaccessible due to first a military quarantine imposed on the Masisi health
zone and then to landslides on the dirt road which physically prevented access. All supplies of
drugs and materials to tie area were zuspended for over 5 monttrs, as well as information on
any health iszues affecting the population.

For the moment the population in Masisi is strictly divided according to etbnicity. The health
centre and hospital in Masisi Centre are now able to serve the Hunde population only. There
are plans by agencies to up$ade some health centres in the region to referral centres so that
the Hutu population would have access to secondary health care. However, these initiatives
are threatened by one ethnic group trying to prevent assistance to the opposing ethnic group20.
This seriously afects the ability of humanitæian agencies to provide neutral and impartial
assistance in the region.2r

Masisi is currently experiencing a period of relative çalm 4ad there is guarded optimism about
the situation in the zone particularly with the re-opening of the Masisi hospital and the retum
of the MCZ. Unfortunately, 1fiis çalm may be attributed more to the absence of cattle and the
creaûon of clearly defined ethnic zones rather than the resolution of the any of the causes of
the conflict.

The main healtl problems include diarrhoeal disease, respiratory disease, measles and
malnutrition.

20 læuers to ûæ Medecin bspectÊur Regional @egional Health rnTection) in Goma eryress correms by
the Hunde comm""ity leaden tbæ providing upgraded health sewices to tb Huû Populâtion serves to suppofi the
creation of a Hufiland.

,., tl See below chaper 4.
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Birambizo
This zone has been the centre of much conflict and is currently controlled by Hutus, most of
the Hunde and other tribes having fled to Kichânga or south to Sake. Many displaced by the
fighting in Mweso were found in this zone but attacks in October 1996 caused over 20,000
Hutus to flee to Rutshuru.

The population of the zone has no access to hospital care since the March 1996. The hospital,
which was functioning as a health centrg closed in July 1996. The whole system of healtl
centres has been seriously disrupted by the widespread violence and most centres function as
health posts.

Major health problems include respiratory tract infections, trauma, measles and in July 1996
there was an epidemic of meningitis.

Kirotshe
Previously a mixed area, over 30,000 displaced Hunde have lived in this zone since November
1995 either in camps at Sake and Bobandana or integrated in the local population. The Hunde
occupy the lake side are4 while Hutus inhabit the hills behind. This area has been much calmer
since May 1996. Major heatth problems include malari4 diarrhoeal disease and malnutrition.

Rutshuru22
Rutshuru is now a predominantly Hutu area wbile traditionally it has always been a mixed
area. The zone heavily most affected by the refugees, Rutshuru hosts three ofthe five refugee
camps (over 450,000 refugees) on its eastern border with Rwanda. Consequently this area
totally dominated by the 1994 refugees witl a high degree of insecurity experienced ever since
their arrival in July 1994. The road axis to Rutshuru towtr from Goma runs through the camps
and is dângerous - there have been frequent attacks on civilian buses and NGO vehicles, using
landmines and healy weapons. In October, there have been several attacks on civilian buses
was attacked near the Kibumba/Ifutale camps killing at least 6 and injuring scores of others.

Hutu displaced living in the school at Kiwanja have now been moved to a camp further to the
west (August 1996). This camp was found to be wholly unsuitable for a camp by ICRC,
O)GAM and HCR in May 1996, when it was suggested as a site for the Tutsis fleeing Masisi.
The reasons were iack of access to water and limited access for humanitarian assistance by
road. A health post provides heaith care for the displaced and additional support is provided to
Rutshuru hospital for referrals.

Lubero
This is a mixed region of different tribes from the Masisi region, particularly Na:rde. The
Nande who had been living in the Mweso health zone fled to Kayna health zone when their
villages were attacked in late April 1996. After the arrival of the Ngilima in Lubero in May
1996 and the subsequent mittary attacks, many of these people fled further north into Lubero
Region, towards BuTembo. In total over 100,000 people were displaced during this military

'"As ofthe third week ofOctober t]Iis axis is witnessing severe figlring and is closed to al1 organisations.
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operation (Itdbata).
In ttris region, Banyarwanda, particularly Tutsis, are no longer welcome. In February. March
and April 1996, Tutsis were fleeing the are4 transponed by miJitary in the green i{wandan
buses for a fee to the border with Rwanda. These transports were stopped at Rutshuru by the
local authorities in April 1996. Tutsis were then forced to flee across the border bv foot.

3.3 Putting the situation in context

The health picture is dire. As at october 1996, Masisi boasts one hospital and one dostor per
500,000 people. Meanwhile intern-ational indicators of population per medical doctor ranges
from I per 1,000 to I per 50,000.' In the global figures for Zaire, tlere is said to be I doctor
per 28,704 people and I hospital per 40,161 population.2a The situation in Masisi is that each
doctor serves 20 times the average caseload.

With the majority of the health centres in Mæisi rundng as health posts, there is theoretically
one health post per 20,000 people run by auxiliary health staff. According to MSF guidelines
for medical care to refugees, a mini6sp of one central health facility per 10-30,000 refugees
and one peripheral health facility per 3-5,000 are required." lntemational averages for the
percentage of population with access to health services is a_total of 5 I percent for population
in developed countries and 43 per cent for rural countries.26 In practice in Masisi, with the 20
kilometre average walking distance to à health post and the fact that only a small proportion of
the population ofMasisi is able to access healtl care at all due to the insecurity, the real access
figures for Masisi u'ill be much lower than 40 percent. There is no vaccination except during
campaigns, no maternity or under 5 cbild health carg no STD care nor HfV screening.

If we compare this to the situaton of the refugees in the Goma camps which we find a few
kilometres down tle road fron Masisi" the Rwandan refugee population has 100 per cent
access to health care, witi one health post per 10-20-,000 refugees, I health centre per 40-
50,000 refugees and I hospital per 100,000 refugees.2? The average distance a refugee has to
walk to receive health care is I kilometre.

Whatever nonns we look at, whatever indicators are used for compariso4 the situation in
Masisi is clearly dramatic. The fundamental human right of tle population of Masisi to receive
medical care is vimally non-existent. The comparison with the refirgee camps in Goma only
serves to higblight the disproportionality of humanitarian assistance in tle region and the total

-"Det'elopmetrs of bdicalon for Monitoring Prog€ss Towdtls Health for All by tbe year 2000', Worltl
Health Organisation, 1981.

2o PC Globe, Brotlerbunal Software Inc. 1996

5 The needs of iûtemally displaced persons are in rnany ways sinilar to those of refuge€s. It must be nored
here, howwer, that the intemaly displaced i'l \dâsisi fiûd themselves not in. camps but âre diqrersed all over the
âIeâ. Their situâtion is in lotal coatrâst wilh the situation ofthe Rwandan refugees in the Goma camps

't-nuCEf, "The State of the worltf's Childrcn 1996".

_ 

2tLINHCR stâtistics, August 1996
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lack of concem shown for the fate of the local population who have been deeply affected in all
ways by the refugee crisis and the regional crisis. The displaced populations of Masisi remai''
unprotected, their already fragile health system now collapsed. The population are in extreme
danger.

4 ACCESS: A PREREQUISITE TO PROVIDE HUMANITARIAN AID

Of the many serious constraints to the provision of humanitarian aid in Masisi, access is the
major problem. The health needs are obvious in the region as noted above, yet MSF and the
other humanitarian organisations working in Masisi are frequently unable to access the health
centres to provide essential drugs, materials and support. It is the daily changing security
situation which negatively afects the possibility to provide assistance.

The inability to provide consistenq quality care with sufficient follow-up and monitoring
signifcantly reduces the benefits to the populations affected and the efficacy of medical work.
A clear example is in tle case of epidemiological data. Without access, data is not retrieved
from tÏe centres and warning signals for epidemics are not received in time. Similar is the
story of nutritional problems which are often seen only too late.

An important proportion of the population have abandoned their villages and are living hidden
in tÏe hills. Many health centres have very low attendance rates since the people do not feel
secure to walk to them. This dispersal of the populaûon out of population centres means that
many people are necessarily not receiving the assistance they require. This is also due to the
problem of the distances and ttre poor road conditions in the region. Many population
concentrations are hardly attainable by road.

In some circumstarces even if a health emergency is known, MSF teams will be unable to
reach the area. There have been many experiences of a vaccination campaign or feeding
progrâmme being called off at the last minute due to heavy fighting prwenting f6ams frsm
passing.

The insecurity arises from a number of sources. The main source is the fighters themselves
who can be aggressive. There have been regular tireats to teams as they travel to carry out
their work, particularly when teams crossed ethnic front lines. MSF has also attempted to
create bases in the region in order to ease access. However, MSF staff on these bases run the
risk of being caught up in heavy ûghting. Since early September, the MSF team in Mweso has
been withdrawn due to theats against staff and vehicles. Locai military and intelligence
authorities based around the area have harassed MSF staff in the resion.28 On several
occasions MSF staff has been even held at gunpoitrt.

Another source of insecurity is the huge amount of arms now in the region and the untrained
hands manipulating ttrem. Other sources are the population when they have been
"misinformed" about MSF's work (such as the case in a failed vaccination campaign in a Hutu

" Th" 
"titi"rl 

situâton in Gorna and the area at the rirne of writing is Feventing MSF teams and atl
humanitarian agencies from leaving their compound at all.
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region where the populatioû were told that MSF was coming to poison them).

The etinic division, the enzuing lack of "neutral" sites and the tbreat to the impartiality of
MSF's work are serious consideratioas while working in the field. Clearly in * utbni" 

"ooili"t,to be seen to be impartial is essential. Howwer, in Masisi both parties to the conflia will try to
restrain access to the other side using violence if necessary. This could lead to demands for
unacceptable compromises to the distribution of humanitarian aid. If one side prevents aid
being received by the other, how can aid be given to that first side? In addition" there are
increasingly demands to provide facilities on one side because the oûer side have ii. Att ttrese
demands ignore the objectivity of professional medical practice and tle principles of
proportionality , working rather on the basis ofjealousy and hatred. This can seriouslv affect
the validity ofthe humanitarian aid ofered.

5 MSFAPPEALS FORACTION

The crisis in Masisi is as complex as the regional crisis of the Great Lakes Region. However,
tlere are clearly steps which can be taken to alleviate the suffering of the peàple of Masisi.
Without these steps, the war will continue and peace for tle region will become an even more
distant and hopeless dream.

The solutions are poliûcal and MSF appeals to both the national authorities of Zaire and the
international community to take the necessâry steps to implement those solutions. With these
stçs the people themselves, witl the support of tâe authorities, can begin to think of how to
begin the process of reconciliation to enable them to bring lasting peace to their villages and
communities. This is a process which was zuccessfully begun by tle local leaders in 1993/94.

5.f .1 Role of the National Authorities of Zaire

The appropriate political solutions to the conflict need to be identified and implemented. This
requires a solution to the nationality issue and the resolution of local land disputes. Any
soiution must incorporate a solution to tle refugee crisis in Goma. The results oi th" p."..
Conferences of 1993 should be reviewed and their recommendations imFlemented.

To date tie authorities have apparently been relying on military solutiogs to the conflict. In
1993, the DSP went to Masisi to disarm the population. The war finished but the conflicr was
not resolved. It has simply festered ard now exploded even more violently, aided by new
elements in the region. ln 1996, the Zatrran military have been unable to defuse the situation.
There are military present in some villages to protect the populaûons there. These postings
have been successful to a certain degree and should remain to protect those populations in
need. However, they are cleariy neither a sufrcient nor an adequate response to the crisis as a
whole. The Zairian military interventions have lacked support and unsurprisingly these
operations have been far Aom successfirl. Zairian military are reported to be implicated in
selling arms to refugee bandits, looting civilians or revolting. The solution to the conflict is
political: military intervention may physically calm the crisis but civilian solutions are vital to
enable peace to be restored to the region.

The acknowledgement of the regional consequeûces of the crisis in Masisi will enable the
Jrocess of finding solutions to the conflict to begin. If the conflict is left to spread it spells

l 8



further disaster for tle region and suffering for the people. MSF would wish to see the Zairian
civilian authorities be even more involved in the search for solutions to reinforce initiatives
which are already being taken.

The Govemment of Zatre together with its regional and global partners need to continue
looking for solutions to the refugee situation in Goma. llltimately, the voluntary repatriation
of the Rwandan refugees is the only viable solution. However, the 'old' problems preventing
this return, i.e. the power structures in the camps, the impunity of the alleged perpetrators and
executors of the genocide in Rwanda and tle presence of the military and militias, have not
been solved. At the same time, new problems such as the movement of tle refugee bandits
into Masisi, have emerged. . The involvement of refugee bandits on the population of Masisi is
serious and must be stopped with those responsible brought to justice.

It is clearly essential that tÏe Zairian authorities facittate the humanitarian agencies in the
provision of assistance to the population of Masisi. There are hundreds of thousands ofpeople
in desperate need that humanitarian agencies are currently unable to access. Harassment by
diferent local authorities and agents in the conflict area and with regard to bureaucratic
matters only hampers and prevents humanitarian assistance being given to the population in
danger.

In implementing the necessary solutions regarding nationality and land ownership, MSF
believes that the Zairian authorities should gu.rantee the Zairian nationality ofthe people who
fled from Zue and who are currently tving in the petite barrier (Umbano) refugee camp in
Rwanda.

5.2 Appeal to the International Community

Appeal 1 The international community must act immediately n alleviate the
humanitarian suffertng in Masisi and surrounding areas-

The intemational community must act on the crisis in Masisi. Humanitarian zuffering caused is
devastating a population and humanitarian access is very limited. It is clear that the crisis is of
regional importance and has been exaceôated by the regional refugee crisis çfuiçfu links up
with regional nationality and ethdcity problems since pre-independence times.

Appeal 2 Political solutions must be found

The Masisi conflict is a political problem requiring political solutions. Until the Government of
Zaire, assisted by the international community, take the necessary steps, the Masisi conflict
will continue to spiral out of control and humanitarian access will continue to be denied. MSF
as one of only two humanitarian agencies is findi"g it increasingly diffcult to alleviate the
suffering caused by this conflict. Humanitarian access to the populations in danger is severely
limited due to the conflict and reigning insecurity in the region.

Appeal 3 International Community must take its responsibility in the crisis and play
its role in Jinding and implementing lasting and credible solutions

The conflict causing this suffering and denying the access of the population to humanitarian
t o



.issistance can only be resolved by the politicians and authorites who have the maadate and
the pow€r to put an end to the fighting. The intemational community has a clear responsibility
to involve itself in resolving the Masisi crisis, on tie grounds of humanitariao responsibility as
well as its role as caretaker of global peace and security. Practically its responsibility lies in ttre
regionalisation of this conflict which is intimately interlinked with the regional situation and
the escalating regional crisis.

All along the international community has persisted to play an ambiguous and vague role on
the situation in Eastern Zane. At tie time of the refugee crisis of 1994, the international
community rushed to tle assistance of the refugees only by sending humanitarian aid through
the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (ttNHCR), other humanitarian IIN
agencies and private humanitarian agencies. Yet, no measures were taken to limit the huge
potential imFact of the presence ef ûs I milliea refugees and of an injection of miui615 sf
dollars solely for the refugees on the local population and their region. Measures must be
taken from the outset to minimi5s tlg asgative impacts on the local population which receives
the refugees on tieir land, whetler tbrough compensation, provision offood, health and other
materials or otherwise. MSF believes that it is the inherent responsibility of the High
Commissioner for Refirgees to uphold the general principle that the standards of assistance
must retect the special needs of the refirgees, while at the same laking account of the
standards enjoyed by the local population.29

The international commrrnity had a deûnite respoosibility to be aware of the Masisi confl;ct
long before 7994'. to be aware of the nationality iszues and the problems of ttre Banyarwanda
wracking Zaie md of the damage potentially (and acually) created by ûe imertion of a
million new Banyarwanda into that explosive mixture. Yet still n 1996, the only UN agency
with a considerable presence ia the region IJNHCR, has done little to make representatives of
the international community who have been visiting Goma" aware of the negative
consequences of tle refirgee camps for the population in Masisi, let alone that they pointed out
tïat Masisi is awat zone.

Before the 1994 refugee crisis only four intemational agencies worked in Goma. Despite the
presence of hundreds of United Nations stafi, hundreds of humanitarian and non-government
organisations in Goma, it is still only tiese four agencies that work in Masisi with the local
population despite their desperate circumstances which amount to a humanitarian emergency.
ln three years MSF, as one of those agencies, has witnessed the degradaûon of an already
impoverished region, the destruction of social and economic life in the region and the
increased poverty and deprivation at all levels. The humanitarian medical situation was always
a chronic emergency: now it is an aqrte emergency directly and critically affecting the lives of
hundreds of tlousands of people.

The huma.nitarian agencies on tle ground have their job cut out to trying to alleviate the
humanitarian zutrering as far as they can. The intemational political community must take its
share ofthe responsibility for these people and activate urgently needed political solutions.

In May 1996, ICRC and MSF both produced press releases on the Mokoto Massacre. MSF
expressed its concern over the safety of the Tutsis refuged in Kichanga and the lack of action

?e ttNHCR Handbook for Emergencie.s (1982) p.4.
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to remove these people to a safe place. The Tutsis were eventually evacuated by private means
but internationally no UN body took up its mandate to protected these endangered and
displaced people.

The IINHCR has not chosen to pursue the possibility to take up its mandate for ttre intemally
displaced of Masisi. ln fact their role and their involvement in Masisi has been desperately
ambiguous ûom the start - one moment concerned and activg the next claiming they have no
mandate and refusing to be involved except "under the covers".

ln reality there is no problem of mandate. The problem is tle lack of political will to fulfil the
role of protection. The UN High Commission for Refirgees clearly can be mandated in the
current situation if it chooses to become involved; in practice of course it is up to UNHCR to
seek this consent âctively. Provided that UNHCtrUs involvement has tÏe consent of all
concemed parties and enjoys the support ofthe intemational community, UNHCR can take up
the cause of internally displaced people when "refugees and displaced persons in similar
circumstances are present and- in need of humanitarian assistauce and/or protection in the same
area of a country of asylum"."" This could not be more clearly the case of Masisi and Eastern
Zure.

Two years after the refugee influx, the international community acknowledged the disastrous
environmental impacts - now is the time to finally acknowledge the humanitarian, economic
and social impacts on the local population. In Masisi, loses incurred by the local population are
huge - who will be able or willing to compensate ttrem now? And how do you compensate a
people who have been thrown back into a far more çsmplex conflict - especially when a large
part of the problem is a part of the refugee population itselfl

Appeal 4 A specialised UN representative for Masisi shoukl be appointed immediately.
The Secretaty General of the An ed Nations is urged to urgently implement
the UNDHA recommendations and make an official response on the
situation in MasisL

The United Nations has belatedly shown some interest in the situation in Masisi but action is
still denied. The DHA lntegrated Regional lnformation Network based in Nairobi has been
producing detailed reports on the situation in Masisi since early 1996 which have been
circulated inside the United Nations network. The UN Department of Humanitarian Affairs
(DIIA) sent a mission to Zaire in June 1996 after the rnassacre in Mokoto to hold talks with
the Govemment in Kinshasa, as well as local authorities and the agencies working on the
ground in Goma. The report of the mission was submitted to the tIN Secretary General that
same month and, while no official statement has been produced, it is understood that the

'o Th" l"gal ûiteria ard guialelines for UNHCR's ùrvolvetrEnt wilh intemaly displacetl persors (IDPs)
derive i.a. ftom UN GA Resolution 48/116 (1993) ând Executive Comminee Conclusior No. 75 (1994). See also,
IJNHCR's Operational Erperierrce with Internâty Displaced Penons, Office of the United Nations High
Cornmissioner for Refugees, Division of Pmtectio4 September I 994 and Prctection Aspects of LINHCR Activities
on Behalf of Inlenally Displaced Persons, EC-/SCP/8? (1994)- It should be noted tlat the æplicâtion of ûe crileria
isnotautoratic.'Even[...]whercallûiteriâappeartobemet,rcquestsforUNHCRirvolvementonbehalfofthe
internâlly displaced must be cùeftlly assessed with regard to âll fâcton... including the Ofrce's capacity at arry one
time to respond effectively il a particular siluation while continuing to meet urgent needs elsewhere".
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Secretary General has decided not to follow-up the recommendations.

The DIIA report and recommendations concluded that a political initiative was needed to
resolve the iszues underlying the violence and that the refugee camps provided an extemal
dimension to the Masisi conflict. A recommendation was that a Special Envoy should lead a
political mission to establish a dialogue with the Zairian authorities on political issues central
to the resolution of the conflict and tle promotion of peace and security in the region. A
follow-up by a Special Representative to act irs a focal point for ongoing political and
humanitarian initiatives was also recommended. MSF fully $pports these conclusions and
recommendations as did all the heads ofUnited Nations Agencies.

The UN Special Rapporteur, Roberto Garreto4 was recently in the region but was
unfortunately unable to visit Masisi as he did not have an invitation from the Government of
Zaire. The findings of his visit should be followed up with the Zairian Government. MSF calls
on the Zairian Government to invite the UN Special Rapporteur for Humân Rights in Zaire,
Mr Roberto Garreto4 as well as the UN Special Representatve for Displaced persons, Mr
Francis Deng, so tlat they caû visit North Kiw. These international visits could greatly assist
the Govemment of Zalre in ûnding a solution for the conflict in Masisi and particulady in
assisting their own intemally displaced people so desperately in need of protection and
assistatrce.

Appeal 5 Maski must be odopted as a rcgional hsue: Urgent action must be taken to
rcsotve the refugee crisis in the Eastern Grcat Lakes Region to allow the
MasN crisis n be resolved"

The UN should re-affirm the adoption of Masisi as a regional iszue and as a vital element in
solutions for the Great Lakes Region. Apparently the Masisi crisis is on the UN regional
agenda: this still needs to be ofrcially conûrmed. Since the Masisi crisis is obviously part of
the regional crisis, during consultations and discussions on the regional situation Masisi must
become an integral element in the search for and implementation of solutions particularly as to
the future ofthe refirgees.

Of growing concern are ttre reports of extremist groups in North Kivu forging links with
extremist groups in ttre neighbouring areas and countries. The plight of minorities in the Kivu
region is becoming a very crucial issue as it is in the whole region. The etlnic problems are
intimately linked throughout the regio4 Eastern Zùe included.

Masisi should be on the agenda of all regional discussions and solutions to the crisis need to be
found urgently.

Appeal 6 The W must strike out any possibility of relocating the Rwandan refugees
in the Masisi region

The relocation of refugees to Masisi would be a disaster for Masisi and the whole of North
Kiw, and even for the Great Lakes Region. It -would simlly exacerbate tle conflict further,
and even create a new and more dângerous phase in the area. With the existing historical, and
very real, crisis of nationality in a province whose people have not been able to vote in the past



two regional elections because no-one could decide or agree who was Zuian and who was
not, the integration of700,000 new Banyarwanda in Eastern Zaire would push the issue even
further into the quagmire and even further from any hope of resolution. At the very least, the
indigenous population of Masisi would be further minoritised and the 12s1 lemaining groups
would be chased out or killsd as were the Tutsi just this year. At the worse, and this is the
scenario tbreatening the region at the writing of tlis report, this conflict will cross borders.
MSF believes it would cause even further and potentially even greater humanitarian suffering
to the people of North Kivu. It must be prevented.

This does trot mean the status quo is acceptable: on the contrary and the situation will
continue to deteriorate rapidly as is being witnessed. cross-border skirmishes and all out
attacks in Masisi are escalating and regional conflict tlreatens. The refugee crisis has to be
solved - quickly and effectively. A holistic solution is required which deals with the issue head
on and direcù. Political delays 2ls killing people.

The Secretary General of the United Nations should make a clear statement outlining the
position of the United Nations on the status of Masisi and plans for the refugees, ruling out
any lJN zupport of an integration of the refugees in Masisi. This should re-assure those of the
local population in North Kivu who believe that the LTI.I is in favour of the integration of the
refugees in Masisi and so creating a so-called "Hutuland" that this is far from being the truth.

Appeal 8 To resolve the issue of the Tutsis at the Umhano rcfugee camp in Rwanda

The ftture of these people in tle Umbano/petite barriere canp in Rwanda is in the balance.
Their status is unknown due to tTe uncertainty ofthe whole Zairian nationality issue.

These people must be provided with adequate humanitarian aid under the coordination of the
TINHCR and the Rwandan authorities must be pressured to respect intemational law and
move the camp away from the border with Zaire.
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